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the project



basically, they’re 
the largest retailer of  
European rail products 

(Like Voyages-SNCF, but for folks outside of Europe)



they sell

Point-to-point tickets 
Paris — Munich [SNCF/Deutsche Bahn] 

Rail Passes 
Eurail Select 3 Country Pass [France, Germany, Switzerland] 

Activities, Tours, Extras 
SIM cards, Paris Visite, Wine tour,  

Rail Protection Plan 
Kinda like (but not really) insurance, worry-free travel



(significant) markets

The US China Japan Brazil
growth! growth!



REI 
The Americas 

HQ: White Plains, NY

RE4A 
Everywhere Else 
HQ: Paris, France

Rail Europe 
Everywhere 

HQ: White Plains + Paris



méthodolog-(ie)-y

Stakeholder Interviews 
Vision, Goals, Organisation, Political context 

Client/ Non-client Interviews 
Travel planning, concerns, experiences, frustrations 

Immersion, 3-day Workshop 
What we understood, learnt + our (UX/orga) approach 

Production, Feedback 
3 Lots, ‘Functional calls’, Presentation, Adjustments, Validation



Lesson

Most people confuse Rail Europe with 
train carriers. They don’t understand rail 
passes, don’t know European geography 
and are not used to traveling by train. 

But they trust the website, are willing to be 
guided and want inspiration.



Lesson

Most people confuse Rail Europe with 
train carriers. They don’t understand rail 
passes, don’t know European geography 
and are not used to traveling by train. 

But they trust the website, are willing to be 
guided and look for inspiration.



our scope

Website 
B2C

Website 
B2B

Mobile Site 
B2C

Mobile apps 
B2@#)($!

B2C B2B B2C







Graphic design screens

http://ttgwnd.axshare.com

B2C Wireframes (pre-rework)

http://s65vy0.axshare.com

http://ttgwnd.axshare.com
http://s65vy0.axshare.com


usability testing



the goal

Verify that what we design actually works



Verify that what we design actually works



Verify that what we design actually works



Clear objectives

Moderation + observation

A prototype Well-defined tasks



A good test needs

Clear objectives 
What are you testing, exactly? 

Well-defined tasks 
What should the participant (try to) do? 

A prototype 
What are they going to be „playing” with? How functional is it? 

Moderation + observation 
Avoid bias bias, leading, observe where users click, what they say, think



Test participants 
Who are we actually testing the design on?

and



the anatomy of a  test



the objectives



we wanted to know

If people were able to use the website 

to buy a point-to-point ticket 

to build an itinerary using the interactive map 

to buy a rail pass 

if they were able to understand rail passes 

how they would react to the new design
(subjectively) 



Lesson

Share and validate these objectives with 
the client early in the project.  

Since everything that follows depends on 
defined objectives, you don’t want these to 
change (too much) later on. 



the tasks 
(stuff we’ll make our users do to see if our objectives are met)



we wanted users to

1. buy a point-to-point ticket 
Brussels — Paris, 14 June 2016 around 5pm 

2. try to learn about and buy a rail pass 
Eurail 3-Country Select Pass (FR, CH, DE) 

3. build a multi-city trip using the interactive map 
Starting from Paris, a circuit through 4 other cities in 3 countries 

4. compare between two alternate designs  
for the train search results page



Screen sequence (macro view)

Click to show



the prototype



choices, choices…

HTML Prototype 
dynamic,  

real data possible

Axure Prototype 
interactive,  

semi-dynamic

Linked Images 
somewhat interactive, 

not dynamic at all



Lesson

Clearly explain to the client the benefits, 
costs and limitations of each kind of 
prototype.  

The choice should depend on test 
objectives and resources available. 



Test prototype

http://ttgwnd.axshare.com

http://ttgwnd.axshare.com


participant recruitment



The US JapanChina
growth!

Brazil
growth!

(significant) markets



test locations

The US China
growth!

also, places with Razorfish presence

New York

Shanghai

Razorfish New York 
375 Hudson St, 9th Fl 
New York, NY 10014 

5—6 April, 2016 
10(+1) participants

( ) 
19/F, Henderson 688 Plaza, 
No. 688 West Nanjing Road, 
Jingan District, Shanghai 

7—8 April, 2016 
10 participants



about panels…

Diverse 
or (or two) each of many 

different kinds of profiles

How do you constitute a test panel? 

Similar profiles and your test is narrow. 
Very different profiles and you don’t 
have a control variable.


Having a large sample is good, but… 
it’s expensive, takes a lot of effort and 
simply might not be necessary.

Focused 
a group consisting of 

mostly similar profiles



Lesson

Have a frank conversation with the client 
about recruitment criteria. It’s tempting to 
have it reflect market segmentation, but 
it’s not always possible (or sensible). 

Oh, and be nice to the project managers 
who organise all this; this bit’s no fun.



New York Shanghai

Customers



Lesson

Respect’s people’s privacy.  

Make sure we’re only contacting people 
who are okay with being contacted. Well 
also need to precautions not to transfer 
user data via insecure channels. 



Lesson

Don’t think of these tests as scientific or as 
proving or disproving something.  
That’s not the point. 

The idea is to get the design in the hands 
of (random) people and see how they 
react, what we can learn. 



the protocol 
aka. the user manual 

aka. the moderator’s guide



a guide to running/moderating the test
a protocole



Test Objectives

Breakdown of Tasks

Session Introduction

Pre-test Questions

Task Prompts/Verbatim

Closing RemarksData Measures

a protocole



Lesson

Keep the moderator’s guide short, direct 
and readable. Use simple language. 

You want people to actually read this.



5 min Introduction + Ice Breaker 
(aka. Operation Get-The-Participant-Comfortable)

10 min Pre-test Questions

15 min Task 1: Point-to-Point Tickets

10 min Task 2: Rail Pass

15 min Task 3: Interactive Map

5 min Task 4: Comparison

5 min Post-test Questions + Closing 
(aka. Operation Get-The-Participant-Comfortable)

format



moderator’s guide, pdf

http://ttgwnd.axshare.com

http://ttgwnd.axshare.com


Lesson

The test protocol/moderator’s guide 
should be short and to the point.  

No one reads long documents.



testing + results



tests in new york



recordings

.../test-videos

http:////nusrvint01-25.nurun.com/echange/raileurope-usability/test-videos/


Lesson

The test protocol can either be followed 
very closely, or be used more loosely as a 
guide on which to base the moderation. 

Both are valid, but being able to adapt 
around the participant is important.



Lesson

Don’t forget the incentive! 

And the incentive can be expensive if you 
decide to run the tests in Manhattan.



the results



the results, in one slide

1. Virtually everybody liked the design (no, really!) 
„modern”, „pretty”, „clean”, … 

2. Date selection was a bit of a problem 
We put a time selector in the date selector that confused some users 

3. Rail Passes were still not very well understood. 
Most people didn’t read the text and had no idea what „validity” meant 

4. The interactive map did remarkably well* 
*Adjustments to the nav necessary, but prototype surprisingly usable 

5. the two designs fared more or less equally well 
with a slight preference for our new „cards” design, especially in China



results: client presentation

RE-usability-results.pdf

http:////nusrvint01-25.nurun.com/echange/raileurope-usability/RE-usability-results.pdf


What happens next?



„Rework”



Lesson

Scope is important at this stage focus the 
team’s energy on the most important, 
critical optimisations.  

We made a list of recommendations, 
categorised them by area of responsibility 
and requested the client prioritise them.



*



AMaA 
ask me (almost) anything

…



thank you 
merci 
danke 
grazie 
धन्यवाद 
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